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When we talk about a climate 
crisis, what do we mean? 



We mean that human activity is raising the overall temperature of Planet Earth. 

The principal activities doing so are fossil fuel-based energy production, 
agriculture, manufacturing, building structures, transportation – even health care 
– and most particularly our habits of use and/or consumption of any or all of the 
above. 

The global temperature is rising faster than living creatures – including ourselves –
can or are willing to adapt. 

It is disrupting human lives and human communities, as well as the living 
ecosystems on which we depend for our survival, through fire, flood, extreme 
weather events and disease.

It is undermining our peace of mind and creating increasing levels of anxiety and 
a sense of hopelessness – as well as frustration and anger – especially among 
young people.

It is challenging us to significantly change our ways, to be more mindful of how 
we lead our daily lives, and to re-think how we organize our society. 







The last time the atmospheric CO2 amounts were 
this high was more than 3 million years ago, 
when temperature was 2°–3°C (3.6°–5.4°F) higher 
than during the pre-industrial era, and sea level 
was 15–25 meters (50–80 feet) higher than today.



Physical implications of 
the climate crisis
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Overall impacts 
1) Damage to infrastructure – buildings, roads, power lines

2) Physical health Impacts – smoke inhalation, injuries, heat 
stroke, spreading infectious disease

3) Opportunity costs – spending increasing amounts of $$$ 
and effort on climate mitigation and rehabilitation takes 
resources away from other societal needs

4) Disruption of communities – displacement, business 
failures

5) Mental health impacts – anxiety, depression, hopelessness 
– “can I bring a child into this world?”



Mental health implications 
of the climate crisis



Solastalgia

Homesickness while still living at home





Forest in Northern BC 5 years after a wildfire







The mental “cure”?

ACTION!



“The positive thing from our 
perspective as psychologists is that 
we soon realised the cure to 
climate anxiety is the same as the 
cure for climate change – action. It 
is about getting out and doing 
something that helps.”

Dr Patrick Kennedy-Williams



“The positive thing from our 
perspective as psychologists is that 
we soon realised the cure to 
climate anxiety is the same as the 
cure for climate change – action. 
It is about getting out and doing 
something that helps.”

Dr Patrick Kennedy-Williams, 
Oxford clinical psychologist

https://www.psychologyoxford.com/climate-project-dr-patrick-kennedy-williams-eco-anxiety


And who’s leading the action?

YOUNG WOMEN!



Clover Hogan found herself crying 
during the day and waking up at 
night gripped by panic … “I’ve 
found myself bursting into tears 
… just seeing the absolutely 
harrowing images of what’s 
happening in Australia – it is 
overwhelming and 
terrifying.”….when she heard 
about the death of half a billion 
animals incinerated … “That was 
the moment where I felt my 
heart cleave into two pieces. I felt 
absolutely distraught.”

Young people around the world want to make a difference 
but don't know where, or how, to start. Many feel powerless 
to create meaningful change.

Having worked with thousands of students, ages 11 - 24, we 
understand the barriers that keep them from fulfilling their 
potential. We've become the experts in ecophobia - and 
eco-anxiety. And we're wielding our knowledge to help 
young people step up, rather than shut down, in the face of 
our planet's messiest problems.

https://youtu.be/WAt04HGOeDc
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“My name is Elizabeth Wanjiru Wathuti, 
but I’m more commonly referred to as Liz 
Mazingira. I am a passionate 
environmentalist, founder of Green 
Generation Initiative and an award-winning 
environmental blogger. I have also recently 
graduated from Kenyatta University with a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Environmental Studies 
and Community Development.”



Catherine Gauthier



Dr Courtney Howard
President
CAPE



"Since our leaders are 
behaving like children, we 
will have to take the 
responsibility they should 
have taken long ago." 

"I want you to act as 
if the house is on 
fire, because it is."

Greta Thunberg



"You must unite behind 
the science. You must 
take action. You must do 
the impossible. Because 
giving up can never ever 
be an option."



And this is why…



Thank you
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